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Abstract

This deliverable covers the work undertaken by the University of Hull partners

towards the evaluation of the updated DynaLearn software (Release 0.9.8). The

activities undertaken focussed on the use of the semantic model-based

recommendations and help functions in conceptual modelling environment. The

evaluation activities here and focussed on hypotheses and research questions

from the general evaluation framework that related to the role of the semantic

technology in enhancing model building and learning. Unfortunately, the students

experienced a number of problems with the semantic technology. In particular this

related to receiving all the suggestions generated and the actual relevance of the

suggestions received. This limited the influence that the recommendation process

had on student model building.

The results obtained from the evaluations are discussed within the context of the

evaluation framework and the general pedagogy of DynaLearn and learning by

conceptual modelling in general. Although limited by the population size and by the

technological problems encountered there was some evidence that the modelling

activity had some influence over the student answers in a written post-test.

However, this seemed to be independent of their modelling ability and the

semantic-based recommendations received. The student experiences and the

technological problems observed are used to discuss future work required both in

terms of the software and the pedagogy of teaching utilising model-based

recommendations.
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1. Introduction

1.1. General contents

This report covers the work undertaken by the University of Hull partners towards the evaluation of the

updated DynaLearn software (Release 0.9.8). The activities undertaken focussed on the use of the

semantic technology and model-based recommendations in the conceptual modelling environment

(Section 1.2). The evaluation activities here (Section 2) built on the results and experiences from the

initial round of evaluating the prototype software (Section 1.4) and focussed on hypotheses and

research questions (Section 2.1) from the general evaluation framework that related to the role of the

semantic technology in enhancing model building and learning (Section 1.3).

The results obtained from the evaluations (Section 3) are discussed within the context of the

evaluation framework and the general pedagogy of DynaLearn and learning by conceptual modelling

in general (Section 4). These studies provide general insights into the advanced functionality of the

software and the general pedagogy of learning activities using the software. The deliverable also

highlights outstanding issues and future requirements for learning by modelling and the DynaLearn

software (Section 5).

1.2. DynaLearn components

The DynaLearn approach and paradigm are grounded in the learning-by-modelling pedagogical

approach (Bredeweg & Forbus, 2003; Mioduser et al. 2010). In this approach, students are involved in

constructing, manipulating and interpreting models of systems, fostering both conceptual

understanding (of subject related content knowledge) and the gradual development of robust scientific

reasoning skills (Mioduser et al. 2010).

The DynaLearn software comprises six learning spaces (Bredeweg et al., 2009a, b; Liem et al., 2010)

that enable students to diagrammatically build conceptual models of varying complexity (from simple

concept maps, through basic causal models to full qualitative reasoning models). The qualitative

conceptual modelling approach is based on qualitative systems dynamics and qualitative process

theory (Bredeweg et al., 2009a; Forbus, 1984). Allied to this conceptual modelling technology are the

technologies of the virtual characters and the semantically operated model-based recommendations

(D2.1, Bredeweg et al. 2009b). The characters (Wißner et al., 2010b; Andre et al., 2009) and

recommendations (Wißner et al., 2010a,b; Lozano et al. 2010) are designed to structure modelling

activities and enhance both learning and motivation.

The semantic technology operates through a repository of expert and teachers’ models of domain

knowledge (Gracia et al. 2010, Salles et al. 2009) providing recommendations and suggestions to

students on their modelling efforts, either directly against a single model or against all of the relevant

concepts captured in the repository (Gracia et al. 2010; Lozano et al., 2011). The repository uses

semantic algorithms to match student models to relevant reference model via overlaps in common

groundings and terms (Note: in version 0.9.8 model selection was only done using common

groundings rather than using ontology matching techniques).

The evaluation activities presented here are formulated from the initial ideas for learning activities and

lesson plans presented in D7.1 (Mioduser et al. 2010), the curricula and content developed in WP6

(Noble, 2010a; Noble 2011) and the results of the evaluations of the DynaLearn prototype (Noble

2010b, Mioduser et al. 2011).
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1.3. General evaluation framework

The overall aim of Work Package 7 in the DynaLearn project is to assess the contribution of learning

by conceptual modelling with the DynaLearn software on students' understanding of environmental

sciences. In specific terms, the project aims to assess the effect of DynaLearn's key features and the

process of modelling on students’:

a. Conceptual understanding (CU) - their learning of content knowledge related to the topics and

concepts in environmental science.

b. Scientific reasoning and Modelling Skills through qualitative reasoning (SR/M) - their acquisition of

scientific reasoning skills and ability to cope with complexity, through the QR approach and

language.

c. Motivation and attitudes (M/A) towards learning science and learning by modelling.

The evaluation of the above, are as function of learning in the DynaLearn environment encompassing:

1. Conceptual Modelling (CM) - in terms of DynaLearn's specific modelling language, modelling

process and 6 modelling levels. - The Learning Spaces.

2. Conversational agents (VC) - these act in various functions and roles while interacting with the

learner, especially for structuring learning activities and communicating feedback.

3. Semantic Technologies (ST) - individualization of learning via DynaLearn tools for ontology

mapping, diagnostic procedures, and the semantic repository.

These six variables form a framework for defining an inquiry space in which individual research

questions can be set to evaluate the effects of either individual or combined components of the

software on one or more components of learning. The project description of work (Bredeweg et al.

2008a) defines seven questions that are to be evaluated. These questions and the components of the

inquiry space which they relate to are:

1. Does the diagrammatic approach (as organised in the DynaLearn setting) actually allow learners to

address more complex problems? [1a, 1b]

2. Does the meta-vocabulary from which a conceptual interpretation is built, provide learners a domain

independent analytic instrument that enables them to construct more fine grained and thorough

analyses of how systems work? [3a, 3b]

3. Do the embodied conversational agents establish the ‘involvement momentum’ required for learners

to actually benefit from the added value provided by the software for handling conceptual knowledge?

Which agents work best? [2a, 2b, 2c]

4. Do the instruments to individualise learning (ontology matching, diagnostic procedures, and

semantic repository) adequately steer learners in acquiring the target subject matter? [3a]

5. Does the personal autonomy cause learners to be more motivated? [General - c]

6. Do learners actually learn better when using the full set of DynaLearn results? [General]

7. And are students more motivated to take on science curricula? [1c, 2c, 3c]

In general the study here focussed on Q4, regarding the influence of the semantic technology on

model building and learning, whilst also collecting data that addressed Q1, Q2 and Q4. The key
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hypothesis and research questions of the activities undertaken for this deliverable are detailed in the

methods section.

1.4. Building on previous evaluations

In Deliverable D7.2.2 (Noble, 2010b) UHULL focussed on evaluation studies which addressed the

conceptual modelling components of DynaLearn and the new Learning Spaces. The deliverable also

included evaluations of the Teachable Agent mode and an incomplete (due to technical problems in

the software/repository) evaluation of the grounding process. These evaluations highlighted that:

 Naive students experience a significant overhead whilst trying to learn the conceptual

modelling approach.

 Following initial problems in defining entities and quantities the greatest difficulty students

encountered was understanding and implementing causal relations.

Noble (2010) noted that the evaluations of the final software needed to focus on the semantic

technology and the role that could play in enabling students to overcome the problems above. It is

recognised that for naive students, with little or no experience of conceptual modelling, a modelling

activity utilising the semantic technology to provide recommendations will include all of the activities

and problems faced by students in the earlier studies. Namely these include:

 Extracting relevant domain concepts from a stimulus text;

 Organisation of ideas and formulation of an initial (mental) representation of a system;

 Implementation of a model;

 Defining and Grounding of terms with the common vocabulary or anchor terms.

All of these steps are required before the student is able to utilise the semantic technology. Therefore,

the evaluation study here implemented a setting with all of these steps included, utilising activities and

instruments developed in Noble (2010b). Re-use of these settings and instruments enabled the

progress of students to be followed during the modelling activities up to and including interaction with

the semantic technology. Following the development of students’ models and understanding in this

manner gave a sound basis on which to evaluate the effects of the recommendations and suggestions

given to students by the technology.
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2. Evaluation Activity – Methods

2.1. Hypotheses

The evaluation study presented here focussed on the semantic-based technology which enables

model-based recommendations and suggestions to be given to the student. The study also

encompassed other support aspects of the technology that were not previously available. The three

main evaluation hypotheses for the study were:

1) The semantic technology, specifically model-based recommendations, enables students to

modify and improve their own models and thus improving their understanding of a target system.

2) The automated selection of reference models by the DynaLearn Repository algorithms for

model matching provides suitable recommendations to the model builder.

3) The contextualised “How to?” support enables novice modellers to learn about model building

without resorting to support from a teacher thus enabling independent learning.

These hypotheses were formalised into six key research questions:

1) Does “How to?” provide support that the students understand and enables them to

independently learn how to build models?

2) To what extent does model grounding influence the semantic technology and

recommendations generated for the students?

3) Does the semantic technology provide students suitable recommendations for model

improvement?

4) Does the automatic algorithm for reference model selection provide suitable model-building

recommendations in comparison to manually selected reference models?

5) Do the students understand the recommendations they receive from the semantic technology?

6) How does the model building activity contribute to learning?

In addition to this the study was also used to test the latest version of the DynaLearn software (version

0.9.8) and provide feedbacks on bugs and functionality issues. This was deemed important since the

semantic technologies had not been available in earlier prototypes and hence had not been evaluated

for functionality by real “students” rather than testing by expert modellers and technical experts.
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2.2. Population & Procedure

2.2.1. Population/participants

Given the issues of implementing these research activities within mainstream educational settings

(time-scale, topics, ethics and quality assurance of courses and course delivery) this study utilised

volunteer students in sessions organised outside of regular teaching activities. Volunteers were sought

by email contact (Biology Students) and by running seminars for particular classes within regular

teaching. Volunteers were sought from the Post-Graduate Certificate in Education (PGCE) Secondary

Science Course (via a short seminar on conceptual modelling integrated with their usual workshop on

concept mapping) and from the Biology in Education module via a group tutorial (1hr) on conceptual

modelling.

Ultimately the study used volunteer students from the department of Biological Sciences at the

University of Hull. These students were all registered on the undergraduate or foundation programmes

in Biology or Zoology. In total of all the volunteers only eight were initially available to undertake all of

the sessions required due to commitments to their studies. Unfortunately due to unforeseen

circumstances only seven students completed all evaluation activities.

2.2.2. Implementation procedure

The evaluation activity was structured into two sessions:

Session 1

This session comprised a baseline activity (reading and concept mapping), an interactive seminar

introducing qualitative conceptual modelling and the DynaLearn software, and a pre-test of learning

prior to any modelling activity (total time 3hrs). This session was designed to replicate traditional

learning methods and to assess their contribution to learning. The students were given extracts from

an undergraduate physiology textbook (Withers, 1992) focussing on homeostasis mechanisms and

osmoregulation (Appendix C). The students were asked to use concept mapping to help them note

and structure their understanding of the topic. Unfortunately the concept mapping activity could not

utilise LS1 of the software due to technical issues with the software release requiring an updated

release at short notice and also due to the availability of the computer teaching room in which the

software could be installed. Therefore, the concept mapping activity was undertaken as a paper-based

activity (Appendix A).

Session 2

This session was a model building session where the students were asked to construct a LS4 model

on the topic introduced to them in Session 1. The activity was to build a causal model to represent the

mechanism of regulatory feedback homeostasis and osmoregulation in the brine shrimp Artemia

(using the information provided to them in the extract of the textbook used in Session 1). The students

were given instructions to build a model, ground their model terms to the common vocabulary and

request feedback and recommendations on their models. During this session the students were asked

to complete structured records relating to their use and understanding of the “How to?” basic help and

the recommendations they received from the semantic technology. After the modelling activities the

students undertook a short written-answer assignment to assess any changes in their comprehension

of the topic (Appendix B).
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During this session the students were randomly split into two groups. Each of the groups were given

the same overall task but were asked to select different options when it came to using the

recommendation technology.

Group 1 were asked to select the course “UH Course 2011” from which to obtain

recommendations and suggestions. This course contained only one preselected reference model

(Artemia LS4, Appendix F) from which they would get recommendations. This is termed a fixed

reference model here.

Group 2 were asked to select “None” when selecting a course. This meant that students

requested recommendations from the whole of the repository and the automatic reference model

selection algorithms decided which model the student would receive suggestions from. In all the

repository contained at least 9 models directly related to homeostasis, osmoregulation and related

concepts such as diffusion and osmosis (Appendix E).

2.3. Instruments

The activities of the students during the pilot study were assessed using 5 main instruments: models,

written texts, repository logs of recommendations & groundings and by observation during the session.

2.3.1. Model Instruments

The concept maps (Session 1) and the model files generated by the students (Session 2) were

retained as evidence of what they had implemented in the software during the class sessions. Three

versions of models were collected during the second session: Model A representing the model prior to

grounding; Model B representing the model after grounding (the model on which the first

recommendation request was based); and Model C representing the student model after the

implementation of any changes following recommendation by the software. The model instruments

were used to assess the student’s domain knowledge and their understanding of the diagrammatic

modelling language in the DynaLearn software.

2.3.2. Written texts

The students were given a short-answer question about regulatory feedback homeostasis and

osmoregulatory mechanisms in the brine shrimp Artemia in the style of an undergraduate exam

question. The exam question required them to define regulatory feedback homeostasis and to explain

how Artemia osmoregulates its osmotic concentrations in a hypersaline environment. The same

question was administered as a pre- and post-test to identify if the students changed either the content

or focus of their answers between the traditional learning activity and the modelling activity.

2.3.3. Student logs of comprehension of the basic help technology

In session 2 the students were asked to complete structured logs relating to their use and

comprehension of the “How to?” basic help feature (Appendix D). The students were asked to record

each individual use of the basic help and note what they asked (add, remove, edit) for which ingredient

type (entity, quantity, configuration etc.). For each entry they were asked to score their understanding

of the information provided (scored 1-5 with 1 being “didn’t understand” and 5 being “completely

understood”) and their rating of the usefulness of the instructions (scored 1-5 with 1 being “not helpful”

and 5 being “very helpful”).
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In session 2 the students were asked to complete structured logs relating to their use and

comprehension of the recommendations provided to them by the semantic technology (Appendix D).

The students were asked to record each individual suggestion made to them (including the suggestion

reference # number) and note the type of recommendation (Missing, Extra, Different) for which

ingredient type (entity, quantity, configuration etc.). For each entry they were asked to score their

understanding of the information provided (scored 1-5 with 1 being “didn’t understand” and 5 being

“completely understood”) and their rating of the relevance of the suggestions (scored 1-5 with 1 being

“not relevant” and 5 being “very relevant”). The students were also asked to note whether they decided

to implement the suggestion as a change to their model.

For both these logs the students had the opportunity to add any general comments against each entry.

2.3.4. Repository logs of grounding and recommendations

During the modelling activity the repository recorded the calls made by each of the students and the

suggestions generated. Each suggestion was tagged with an individual ID number (e.g. #1069) to

enable the tracking of suggestions and the students understanding/use of them (Section 2.3.3). The

repository recorded three files of information:

 Log file of reference models with grounding overlaps with the student models and the

relevance score of the reference models (indicating which model was used to generate

suggestions).

 The student model (as an .owl file) that was stored on the repository during the

recommendation request (used during comparison with the reference models but not actually

stored in the repository as a new model accessible by other users).

 The .owl containing the list of suggestions retrieved from the repository and presented to the

student.

These log files also contained information about any anchor terms that the students created during the

grounding process.

2.3.5. In-class observation

Students were observed during the model activities collecting information regarding common

problems, implementation issues, common questions and also any bugs in the software.

2.4. Data analysis and variables measured

2.4.1. Concept maps

Student concept maps were analysed for structure, complexity, completeness and for evidence of

implementation errors using the list of variables defined in Appendix G. The variables considered the

number of elements introduced into the concept maps in the form of propositions consisting of

“concepts” (the blocks) and “relationships” (the links between blocks). Maps were analysed to identify

the number of items used and whether they related to system structure, processes in the system,

aspects of change in the system or whether items contained integrated statements (that is complete or

partial propositions within one item).
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The concept maps were also marked against a predefined norm list of concepts (Appendix G) that

would form an important part of the written causal explanation of the problem defined in the activity

(Appendix A). Concepts were marked for their occurrence and whether they were treated in detail

(were focus items in the concept map). The list of concepts was split into two groups: general

concepts relating to homeostasis and osmoregulation; and concepts specifically related to the system

of osmoregulation in Artemia (which formed the focus of the modelling exercise and the written

question).

2.4.2. Causal models (LS4)

The initial student causal models (Model A) were analysed for structure, complexity, completeness

and for evidence of implementation errors using the list of variables defined in Appendix G. The

variables considered the number of elements correctly introduced into the models in the form of

entities, quantities, configurations, causal dependencies and (in)equalities, the correct assignment of

quantities to the appropriate entity, the use of state variables and process quantities (where a process

quantity would best be described as a rate and associated with direct influences) and the scientific

correctness of the concepts.

The initial models (Model A) were also marked against the same predefined norm list of concepts used

for the concept maps (Appendix G). Concepts were marked for purely for their occurrence and no

judgement was made concerning the implementation of the concept with appropriate causal

information. This assessment identified whether the students had made a transition from the

representation of general concepts (such as potentially observed in concept maps) to system specific

concepts relating to osmoregulation in Artemia.

From the list of general and specific concepts (Appendix G) seven concepts were identified that would

form the key causal ideas that could be used to explain and describe osmoregulation in Artemia

(Appendix H). These seven key concepts were used to score the pre (Model B, after grounding) and

post recommendation (Model C) student models to determine the quality of the causal representations

the students achieved and the effects of any changes they made to the models after receiving

suggestions from the software. Each key concept was scored on the following 3 point scale:

A) Key concept statement – detailing key causal/structural idea.

1. The student includes terminology that is appropriate for this concept (is trying to include the

concept).

2. The student specifically represents concepts as appropriate entities and quantities (correct

use of basic ingredients).

3. The student has the entities/quantities appropriately related by a configuration/causal relation

denoting a correct spatial/causal relationship (the student is able to include the concept in a causal

manner).

The full scoring scheme (with a scoring range of 0-21) is given in Appendix H.

2.4.3. Written texts

The written texts were analysed for their completeness and accuracy in identification of the key

concepts required to answer the question (Appendix G). Complexity was measured by the number of

individual statements made and accuracy by the number and proportion of valid/invalid statements

made. The predefined concept list was categorised into four groups to determine whether the focus of

answers changed between the pre and post assignments:
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 General definitions (e.g. definition of homeostasis);

 General concepts (e.g. the general components of any regulatory feedback system);

 System general (basic components of the Artemia osmoregulatory system);

 System specific (e.g. definition of active or passive processes).

2.4.4. Student logs

The student logs were analysed to ascertain information regarding their use of the basic “How to?”

help and the recommendations/suggestions they received. For the “How to” logs the entries were

analysed to count the number of recorded uses, the types of how to questions asked and the extent to

which students understood the instructions. For the recommendations and suggestions logs the

students assessments of understanding the suggestion and their assessment of the relevance was

compared with an expert assessment of the relevance of the suggestions (Section 2.4.6). The logs

were also used in conjunction with the final student models (Model C) to see which suggestions had

been implemented in the models.

2.4.5. Grounding & Anchor terms

The repository records and student models (Model B) were used to count how many and what type of

anchor terms students introduced into their models. The number of anchor terms was counted per

student (Appendix I) and the anchor terms were reviewed to identify whether the students were

required to create anchor terms due to definitions being missing from the common vocabulary, a poor

use of domain terms by the student or the student failing to understand the process of grounding.

2.4.6. Recommendations & model changes

The repository logs were analysed to ascertain for each student:

 The number of potential reference models in the repository (with at least one common

grounding to the student model) (this was only for the “automatic” selection treatment).

 The reference model used to generate suggestions, the number of common groundings and

the relevance score

 The number of suggestions given.

 The number of recommendation requests made by the students.

The .owl files containing the first batch of suggestions for the each of the students were analysed for

the number and types of suggestions made (Extra Term, Missing Term, Missing Instance, Extra

Dependency, Missing Dependency, Different Dependency and Terminology). Each suggestion was

assessed for its relevance from an expert viewpoint. The relevance was determined by whether the

suggestion would contribute toward the student improving their model towards the representation used

in the Artemia LS4 reference model. This was despite the fact that students using the automatic

selection of reference models may not have used the same reference model as those for who it was

fixed as the Artemia LS4 model. Each suggestion was characterised as Correct, Incorrect or Dubious

using the following definitions:
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Correct The suggestion was clear, relevant, logical and correct and would enable the student

to improve their representation.

Incorrect The suggestion was incorrect from a domain viewpoint or had no logical basis (relating

two seemingly unrelated ingredients).

Dubious Suggestions that were seemingly relevant (the term in question was relevant to the

model) but were not clear and also given the reference model it is unclear how they

were logically generated. That is, where the suggestion can be seen to be correct

however the reasoning for the suggestion (i.e. why one entity/quantity should be

renamed to something completely unrelated?) is absent.

The suggestions were also analysed for conflicts/inconsistency in relation to the advice given across

the different suggestion categories.

Subsequent student calls for recommendations and the student models (B & C) were analysed to

identify where students had made changes to their models following the suggestions they received.
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3. Results

3.1. Concept maps

The eight students involved in the study created concept maps of different design and complexity.

Most students only included about half of the maximum 28 concepts that were included in the stimuli

text in their concept maps (Figure 3.1). Only two students (UHE01, UHE08) included more than a

couple of the general concepts from the text in detail (6 of a possible 20 concepts) whilst student

UHE04 didn’t include any of the 8 possible concepts relating to the Artemia system example in their

map.

Figure 3.1 The number of key concepts from the stimulus text included in student concept maps either as general

concepts, focal concepts or concepts relating to the Artemia osmoregulatory system (maximum = 28 concepts).

The student concepts differed greatly in the number of nodes and relations that they used. The

students used between 14 and 32 nodes and 12 and 35 relations (Figure 3.2). Some students

naturally separated different types of concepts and knowledge into different nodes where as some

students (UHE01, UHE04 and UHE08) presented a high proportion of nodes as integrated concepts

(mixing knowledge that would be separated in a conceptual model between structural, process and

qualitative concepts) (Figure 3.2 A). The majority of the students failed to label the relationship arrows

between the nodes in their concept maps. This gave their concept maps more of a look of a flow

diagram rather than a traditional concept map. Only UHE05 and UHE06 labelled the relations in their

concept map (Figure 3.2 B). This indicated that the majority of students are unfamiliar with concept

mapping (or at least the theoretical approach to constructing and scoring concept maps in an

educational context).
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Figure 3.2 The number of concepts (A) and relationships (B) included in student concept maps exclusively

relating to structural, process or conceptual characteristics. For the concept components the number of integrated

items (integrating structural, process or conceptual characteristics in the same item) is also shown.

3.2. Initial Causal Models

The initial student models (Model A) differed greatly in the number of concepts that were included.

Most students, except for UHE03 and UHE06, focused their model on the 8 specific Artemia system

concepts found in the stimulus text. Students UHE03 and UHE06 tried to implement a number of

general concepts in their model, the structure of which indicated that these students struggled to

differentiate between the qualitative reasoning approach to qualitative systems models and standard

concept mapping. In general the students implemented less than half of the possible Artemia system

concepts from the stimulus text (Figure 3.3 B).
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Figure 3.3 The number of general concepts (max = 20) and Artemia system concepts (max = 8) (A) and the

percent of predefined Artemia system concepts (B) included by students in their initial causal model (Model A).

The student causal models varied greatly in complexity and structure from very simple (2 entities,

UHE08) to very complex (16 entities, UHE06) (Figure 3.4 A). In general students were able to

implement entities (Figure 3.4 A) and quantities (Figure 3.4 B) without confusing between the two

although some students (UHE02, UHE03, UHE06 and UHE07) did seem to confuse structural

concepts with process concepts (e.g. Drinking) (Figure 3.4 A). Students UHE03 and UHE06 included a

large number of entities that could be considered conceptual (neither explicitly structural items nor

process items but representing qualitative information or concepts) indicating that they were treating

the modelling interface like a traditional concept mapping approach and hadn’t followed the paradigm

of conceptual systems modelling as presented to them in the tutorial.

Figure 3.4 The number of correct and incorrect entities (A), quantities (B) and configurations (C), and the sources

of error, implemented by students in their initial causal model (Model A); and the split between state variable and

process/rate quantities used (D). “X” indicates a type of error e.g. an “X Quantity” error for an Entity indicates

implementation of a quantity concept as an entity.
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Other than the few errors made by some students in quantities and entities the other minor sources of

errors in the models were: incorrectly assigned quantities (“X assignment” is assigned to the wrong

entity) (Figure 3.4 B); entities without a quantity assigned; incorrect conceptual use of configurations

(non-structural) (Figure 3.4 C); incorrect implementation of configurations (direction); and errors in

causal dependencies (Figure 3.5).

Only five of the seven students implemented some causal relations into their initial causal models

although only three of the students implemented more than one (Figure 3.5). The majority of the

causal relations implemented by the students were conceptually incorrect and only UHE01 managed

to implement correct causal relations (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 The number of correct and incorrect causal relations (influences and proportionalities) used by

students in their initial causal models (Model A).

Other than some of the technical errors listed above the key problems with the student models relate

to four key categories:

 A non-systems (concept mapping) approach (UHE03 and UHE06).

 Extra terms (representing superfluous concepts).

 Missing entities and quantities.

 Missing causal dependencies.

3.3. Use of “How To?” basic help

The students appeared to make little use of the “How to?” basic help with the seven students only

documenting 12 requests for support (Table 3.1). The majority of these regarded how to add

ingredients to their model. In most cases the students reported that the instructions were clearly

understandable, although students UHE02 and UHE03 appeared not to understand. However, the

general comments recorded by UHE02 indicate that the student may have confused the “What is?”

with “How to?” (The student commented that the instructions “told me what it was but not how to do

it”). Additionally, for 8 of the 12 requests the students reported that the support given was useful

(scores 4-5).
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Table 3.1 List of all recorded uses of the “How to?” basic help function indicated the type of help requested and

the individual students assessment of their understanding of the instruction (1 “didn’t understand” to 5

“Completely understood”) and the usefulness of the instructions (1 “Not helpful” to 5 “Very helpful”).

Student Function Ingredient Understanding Usefulness

UHE01 Remove Quantity 5 5
UHE01 Add Influence 5 2
UHE01 Add Configuration 4 4
UHE02 Add Entity 1 1
UHE02 Add Quantity 1 1
UHE03 Add Configuration 2 4
UHE04 Add Configuration 3 5
UHE04 Add Quantity 4 4
UHE06 Add (In)equality 5 5
UHE07 Add Attribute 5 5
UHE07 Add Quantity 5 2
UHE07 Remove Plus 5 5

Where the students reported that the support given was not useful or understandable the general

comments recorded indicated that this was related to not knowing how to select two items prior to

relating them i.e. adding a configuration between two quantities or a dependency between two

quantities. The students requested to be shown how to select two ingredients using the “shift-select”

process.

3.4. Grounding, Recommendations & Model changes

3.4.1. Groundings and Anchor terms

All students had to create anchor terms when grounding their models prior to requesting

recommendations. Whilst four of the students created 3 or fewer anchor terms, UHE01 created five,

UHE03 created 12 and UHE06 created 21 (Table 3.2). The majority of anchor terms created were in

relation to compound terms e.g. “Ion concentration”. A review of the anchor terms created by UHE03

and UHE06 indicate that they may have created many anchor terms for terminology that should have

been available within the common vocabulary of the DBpedia dataset. This was confirmed by UHE06

creating an anchor term for “Intracellular fluid” and using the Wikipedia entry for “Intracellular fluid” to

create the definition of the anchor term. Given that DBpedia is the database for Wikipedia this term

should have been found by the student within the grounding interface. In this case both Wikipedia and

DBpedia redirect “Intracellular fluid” to “Cytosol”, unfortunately the DBpedia query tool used in the

repository failed to find this redirection (E. Lozano Pers. Comm.) The anchor terms created by the

students are listed in Appendix I.

The maximum number of common groundings between the initial student model and the selected

reference model was four groundings (Table 3.2). Of the students using the automated model

selection mode UHE04 was aligned with “Brine shrimp LS4” a model that was very similar to the

model used for the fixed reference model, UHE08 was aligned to a model containing the general

concepts of regulatory feedback homeostasis and UHE03/UHE06 were aligned to a model describing

the concept of diffusion (Table 3.2).

On average the recommendation engine generated 24 suggestions for each student during the first

call for recommendations (Min 15, Max 38) (Table 3.2). The students made different numbers of calls

for recommendations (from 2 to 6). For the students using the automated selection method only

UHE06 experienced a change in the reference model selected. On the fourth call to the repository the

model built by UHE06 shifted alignment from “Diffusion one sided LS2” to “Brine shrimp LS4”. In this
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context this shift was related to student UHE06 implementing a suggestion provided by the class tutor

(adding an entity to represent Artemia to their model).

Table 3.2 Summary of the interactions between the students and the repository during calls for recommendations,

indicating the number of student-created anchor terms in the models, the mode of reference model selection, the

number of potential reference models (n models), the reference model selected and number of common

groundings with the student model and the number of recommendations generated.

Student

Anchor

terms Mode Call

n

models Reference model

Common

groundings

n

Suggestions

UHE01 5 Fixed 1 1 Artemia LS4 4 29

2 1 Artemia LS4 4 28

UHE02 3 Fixed 1 1 Artemia LS4 2 22

2 1 Artemia LS4 2 22

3 1 Artemia LS4 2 22

4 1 Artemia LS4 2 21

5 1 Artemia LS4 2 21

UHE03 12 Automatic 1 6 Diffusion_one_sided_LS2 1 33

2 Error Error Error

UHE04 1 Automatic 1 20 Brine shrimp LS4 4 17

2 20 Brine shrimp LS4 4 17

UHE06 21 Automatic 1 18 Diffusion_one_sided_LS2 2 38

2 18 Diffusion_one_sided_LS2 2 38

3 18 Diffusion_one_sided_LS2 2 40

4 18 Brine shrimp LS4 4 43

UHE07 2 Fixed 1 1 Artemia LS4 3 17

2 1 Artemia LS4 3 17

3 1 Artemia LS4 3 17

4 1 Artemia LS4 3 17

5 1 Artemia LS4 3 17

UHE08 2 Automatic 1 5 Homeostasis_Regulatoryfeedback_LS6 2 15

2 5 Homeostasis_Regulatoryfeedback_LS6 2 14

3 5 Homeostasis_Regulatoryfeedback_LS6 2 14

4 5 Homeostasis_Regulatoryfeedback_LS6 3 13

5 5 Homeostasis_Regulatoryfeedback_LS6 4 Error

6 Error Error Error

Unfortunately, towards the end of the modelling session the software and repository stopped

responding to calls for recommendations. This resulted in the software stopping working and students

being unable to proceed in their modelling. This also resulted in errors in the model-based

recommendation generation (in particular for students UHE03 and UHE08).
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3.4.2. Expert evaluation of suggestions

On average the recommendation engine generated 24 suggestions for each student during the first

call for recommendations (Min 15, Max 38) (Figure 3.6). Most students received suggestions relating

to all the categories of recommendation (Extra Dependency, Extra Term, Missing Instance, Missing

Term and Terminology) with only UHE03 and UHE07 not receiving any “Extra dependency”

suggestions (they had not included any causal dependencies in their model in the first place). The

majority of suggestions received were in the terminology (Different) and missing term categories

(Figure 3.6). Students UHE03 and UHE06 received the highest number of “Extra Term” suggestions

and it should be noted that both these students created a large number of anchor terms and also were

automatically aligned to the same reference model (Diffusion one sided LS2).

Figure 3.6 Summary of the number and different types of recommendations generated for each student on the

first time of asking for model-based recommendations from the repository.

Of the recommendations generated for each student on average only just less than half (49%) of items

could be evaluated as being correct and relevant to the students model (Figure 3.7 A). The largest

source of incorrect suggestions was in the terminology category (Difference) where on average around

76% of the terminology suggestions generated by students were incorrect (Figure 3.7 B). Although

terminology suggestions were evaluated as incorrect for a number of reasons the main source of error

was deemed to be terminology suggestions with no apparent logic (two seemingly unrelated items).

Two examples of these types of suggestions are shown below (as extracted from the .owl files).

 Terminology; The Entity 'Seawater' in your model grounded to

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Seawater should be renamed as 'Cuticle' and be grounded to

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Cuticle (Suggestion #1049)

 Terminology; The Quantity 'Ion concentration' in your model grounded to

http://www.dynalearn.eu/ontologies/AnchorTerm.owl#Ion_concentration should be renamed

as 'Pumping rate' and be grounded to

http://www.dynalearn.eu/ontologies/AnchorTerm.owl#Pumping_rate (Suggestion #1355)
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Additionally, on some occasions the terminology suggestions appeared to be repeated and present

slightly different versions of the suggestions e.g.

A. UHE06

 Terminology; The entity 'Regulatory feedback homeostasis' in your model should be

renamed as 'Membrane' (Suggestion #1150)

 Terminology; The Entity 'Regulatory feedback homeostasis' in your model grounded

to

http://www.dynalearn.eu/ontologies/AnchorTerm.owl#Regulatory_feedback_homeosta

sis should be renamed as 'Semipermeable membrane' and be grounded to

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Semipermeable_membrane (Suggestion #1136)

B. UHE01

 Terminology; The entity 'Body fluid' in your model should be renamed as 'Salt water'

(Suggestion #1368)

 Terminology; The Entity 'Body fluid' in your model grounded to

http://www.dynalearn.eu/ontologies/AnchorTerm.owl#Body_fluid should be renamed

as 'Saline water' and be grounded to http://dbpedia.org/resource/Saline_water

(Suggestion #1353)

Extra term suggestions made up around 17% of all suggestions generated (Figure 3.6) and on

average 78.6% of the suggestions were correct and relevant to the student model (Figure 3.7 C). All of

the errors in this category were generated for student UHE01 and inspection of this suggestion and

the model indicated that the error was related to a configuration the student used, that whilst it was not

in the reference model, was not a conceptual error on the student’s part. Students UHE03 and UHE06

received a larger number of extra term suggestions; this was related to their incorrect modelling

approach (concept mapping style) and also the reference model that was selected for them (only

slightly relevant to the topic rather than specifically relevant).

Missing term suggestions made up 28% of the suggestions generated (Figure 3.6) and on average

only 56.8% of the suggestions generated were correct (Figure 3.7 D). However, if students UHE03

and UHE06 (for whom all the missing term suggestions were incorrect) the average proportion of

correct suggestions was 76.2%. The high proportion of incorrect missing term suggestions for UHE03

and UHE06 was related to the low relevance of the reference model selected in relation to the topic

being modelled. For the other students the errors in the missing term suggestions resulted from either

quantities being suggested to be added to the wrong entity (example A) or being added to entities that

are incorrect or superfluous (Extra term) to the model (example B).

A. MissingTerm; The quantity 'Pumping rate' should be added to the entity 'Seawater' in your

model (Suggestion #1236)

B. MissingTerm; An instance of the quantity 'Salt concentration' should be added to the entity

'Ionoconforming' in your model (Suggestion #1200)
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Figure 3.7 The number of correct, incorrect or dubious suggestions given to students in the first interaction with

the repository (A) and the proportion of correct, incorrect and dubious terminology suggestions (B), Extra Term

suggestions (C), Missing Term suggestions (D), Extra Dependency suggestions (E) and Missing Instance

suggestions (F).

Extra dependency suggestions made up only 8% of suggestions (Figure 3.6), mostly due to the low

numbers of dependencies implemented by the students in the first place (Figure 3.5). The majority of

the extra dependency suggestions were correct (93.3%, Figure 3.7 E) and the only incorrect

suggestion was generated for UHE01 and was actually conceptually correct if the quantities were

taken in isolation (the error could be seen to be related to the assignment of one of the quantities in

the first place).

 ExtraDependency; The quantity 'Rate of uptake of ions' of the entity 'Body fluid' has an extra

positiveInfluence to the quantity 'Ion concentration' of the entity 'Body fluid' (Suggestion

#1363)
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In this context the student model had implemented Rate of uptake of ions I+ Ion concentration

which is conceptually correct, however it can be debated whether Rate of uptake of ions is a good

quantity and whether it should be a property of the Body fluid.

Missing instances made up 12% of all suggestions generated (Figure 3.6), however 100% of these

suggestions were evaluated as dubious or incorrect (95.8% evaluated incorrect) (Figure 3.7 F). The

majority of the errors in these suggestions related to either to a poor quantity (example A), the

incorrect assignment of a missing instance of a quantity to the wrong entity (examples B and C) or a

suggestion to add a quantity to an entity that was either incorrect or should have been removed from

the model (an entity that itself was subject to a terminology or extra term suggestion) (example D). For

example:

A. MissingInstance; An instance of the quantity 'Water' should be added to the entity 'Sea water'

in your model (Suggestion #1058)

B. MissingInstance; An instance of the quantity 'Rate of active excretion' should be added to the

entity 'Media' in your model (Suggestion #1358)

C. MissingInstance; An instance of the quantity 'Rate of drinking' should be added to the entity

'Seawater' in your model (Suggestion #1181)

D. MissingInstance; An instance of the quantity 'Active excretion' should be added to the entity

'Regulatory feedback homeostasis' in your model (Suggestion #1141)

 Terminology; The entity 'Regulatory feedback homeostasis' in your model should be

renamed as 'Membrane' (Suggestion #1150)

The last example (D) highlights two suggestions that initially appear to conflict, such that a quantity

should be added to an entity that doesn’t belong in the model. However, it could be noted that were

the student to implement suggestion #1150 (although why that particular entity should be renamed as

Membrane is unclear) then it may well be appropriate to add a quantity relating to active excretion to

an entity representing a membrane.

3.4.3. Student evaluation of recommendations

During the calls for model-based recommendations from the repository some of the students

encountered error messages in relation to loading the suggestions received from the repository.

However, when the students closed the error message it was unclear what the error message signified

since the recommendation window contained suggestions. Analysis of the student logs of the

recommendations received (in comparison to the repository logs of suggestions) indicated that most of

the students did not receive all of the suggestions that the repository had generated. The student logs

showed that only students UHE02 and UHE08 received all of the recommendations generated for

them whilst the remainder of the students only received a proportion of the suggestions generated

(Table 3.3). The results indicated that the remaining students not only didn’t receive all the

suggestions but they only received suggestions in the Difference (Terminology) category.
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Table 3.3 The number of suggestions (by the three categories presented in the software “Difference”, “Extra” or

“Missing”) received by the students during the first recommendation call. Note that “Difference” relates to the

Terminology suggestions, “Extra” includes both Terms and Dependencies and “Missing” includes Terms and

Instances.

Student Type Total

UHE01 Difference 10
Extra 0
Missing 0

UHE02 Difference 12
Extra 2
Missing 8

UHE03 Difference 12
Extra 0
Missing 0

UHE04 Difference 4
Extra 0
Missing 0

UHE06 Difference 11
Extra 0
Missing 0

UHE07 Difference 5
Extra 0
Missing 0

UHE08 Difference 7
Extra 1
Missing 7

In general the students scored the suggestions positively for understanding (Table 3.4). The average

understanding rating for the Difference category of suggestions (the only category of suggestions

received by all students) was 3.7, indicating that they mostly understood the suggestions given to

them. UHE02 and UHE08 rated the suggestions they received in the Extra and Missing categories

highly and in general mostly or completely understood. Despite the relatively high level of

understanding the students generally scored the suggestions, especially the difference suggestions,

poorly for relevance in the context of their own model (average score = 2; loosely relevant). The

highest scoring category for relevance was “Missing” ingredients.

Table 3.4 Average student score for their understanding (score 1-5) and their assessment of the relevance (score

1-5) of the suggestions they received. Note only two students (UHE02 and UHE08) received the Extra and

Missing suggestions that were generated for them.

Type Understanding Relevance

Difference 3.7 2.0
Extra 5.0 3.0
Missing 4.4 3.7
All 3.9 2.4

The students were generally able to recognise the relevance of the suggestions in agreement with the

expert assessment of the relevance (Table 3.5). The students appeared better at recognising

irrelevant suggestions, only rating about 1 in 6 incorrect suggestions as relevant, in comparison to

recognising relevant suggestions (rating around 2 of 3 correct suggestions as irrelevant). For the

difference category only around 25% of suggestions resulted in a disagreement between the student

and expert assessment of the relevance. However, this can only be viewed in the context of the

students rating around 80% of difference suggestions as irrelevant and the expert evaluation rating on

average around 76% of difference suggestions as incorrect.
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Table 3.5 Level of agreement (expressed as a percentage of suggestions received) between expert assessment

of relevance and students assessment of relevance (Student scores: Low = 1, 2 or 3; High = 4 & 5. Expert scores:

1 = relevant, 0 = irrelevant or dubious). Note only two students (UHE02 and UHE08 received the Extra and

Missing suggestions that were generated for them).

Type Student
Relevance

Expert relevance
0 1

Difference Low 68.9 11.5
High 14.8 4.9

Extra Low 0.0 66.7
High 0.0 33.3

Missing Low 13.3 26.7
High 13.3 46.7

3.4.4. Model changes following recommendations

The models created by the students scored poorly both before and after recommendations with the

students generally failing to implement any causal statements about the 7 key concepts predefined for

a model on osmoregulation in Artemia (Figure 3.8). No student scored higher than 5/21 and only

UHE04 and UHE07 received a 3-point score for an individual concept. In fact only 3 students obtained

better than a 1-point score for an individual concept. The students made few if any changes to their

models. No student managed to improve their model and UHE02 actually scored less after making a

change to the model.

Figure 3.8 Evaluation scores of the student models pre- (Model B) and post- recommendations and any changes

made by the student to the model.

3.5. Written assignments

The students generally scored around less than half marks for their written answers, based on the

number of predefined concepts (definitions, general concepts and Artemia system concepts). Only two

of the students made conceptually incorrect statements in either their answers (UHE04 test A and

UHE07 tests A and B) (Figure 3.9). Only one student, UHE04, showed a marked improvement in their

written assignment scores from pre- to post- test after the modelling exercise (Figure 3.10 A). Two of

the other the students exhibited a slight improvement in the assignment scores, two scored identical

marks in assignment A and B and two students had a slight decline in score (only one less concept)

(Figure 3.10 A).
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Figure 3.9 Summary of the scores (number of concepts) given to students written answers in the pre (A) and post

(B) test. Scores are divided into definitions, general concepts, general system concepts and specific systems

concepts. A maximum score of 17 could be achieved. Negative scores indicate conceptually incorrect statements

in relation to a specific concept.

Following the modelling assignment five of the seven students exhibited an increase in the number of

Artemia system concepts they included in their post-test written answer (Figure 3.10 B). The largest

increase in score was for student UHE04, adding 5 new system concepts to their written answer after

the modelling exercise. On average the remaining students added 2 system concepts to their written

answer after the modelling exercise.

Figure 3.10 The difference in the total scores (A) and systems concepts scores (B) between the pre and post test

written assignments.

There were no consistent patterns in which concepts students did or didn’t include in their written

answers and there was no pattern as to which specific extra system concepts were included after the

modelling exercise.
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3.6. Meta-analysis

The summary statistics for the different evaluation instruments measuring student performance (15

different measures) were analysed for correlations between student approaches to modelling and

student performance. Using Spearman Rank correlation for the 15 metrics, excluding those

correlations formed by autocorrelation, six significant correlations (p <0.05) and three correlations

approaching significance were found (Table 3.6).

Table 3.6 Selected correlations (significant or approaching significant) between summary statistics for the

different measures and instruments for student performance in the assignments.

Measure 1 Measure 2 Spearman rho Sig. p

Number of system concepts in the
concept map

Model B quality score -0.808 <0.05

Number of nodes representing
integrated concepts in the concept
map

Number of system concepts included in
the post test answer

0.815 <0.05

Total number of concepts in Model A Number of general concepts in the post
test

0.806 <0.05

Number of Artemia systems concepts
in Model A

% of correct ingredients in Model A 0.837 <0.05

Number of Artemia systems concepts
in Model A

Change in number of system concepts
between pre and post test

0.852 <0.05

Total number of ingredients in Model
A

Number of general concepts included in
post test answer

0.818 <0.05

Number of system concepts in the
concept map

Number of system concepts included in
the pre test answer

0.660 =0.106

Number of system concepts included
in the pre test answer

Number of system concepts included in
the post test answer

0.717 =0.070

% of correct ingredients in Model A Change in number of system concepts
between pre and post test

0.673 =0.098

Significant positive correlations were observed between the number of Artemia system concepts that

the students tried to include in their causal models (Model A) and the % of ingredients they added

correctly to their model (Figure 3.11 C, rs = 0.837) and the change in the number of Artemia system

concepts included in the written answer between the pre and post test (Figure 3.11 D, rs = 0.852) (the

direct correlation between the % of correct ingredients in Model A and the change in the number of

system concepts in the written answers was relatively strong (rs = 0.673) but was not significant

(Figure 3.11 F, p = 0.098)). There was also a significant correlation between the total number of

concepts included in the student models and the number of general concepts included in the students

post test answer (rs = 0.806) (Figure 3.11 B).

Given the low sample size (n = 7) the correlations observed here must be treated with caution and

considered to be potentially spurious results. This is suggested by the positive correlation (rs = 0.815)

between the number of nodes representing integrated concepts in the concept map and the number of

Artemia system concepts included in the post test written answer. Additionally, the negative correlation

(rs = -0.808) between the number of system concepts in the concept map and the quality score for

Model B would seem spurious (Figure 3.11 A).
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Figure 3.11 Scatter plots of correlations between different measures of student performance during the different

evaluation assignments.
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4. Discussion

4.1. Student performance

UHE01

Student UHE01 initially focussed on the more general concepts from the stimulus text when creating

their concept map, and tended to focus on including definitions of the terms rather than the specific

concepts relating to the Artemia system. UHE01 showed inexperience in using/creating formal concept

maps and generally didn’t label the relations between the nodes. Despite not following the guidance

for the format of a concept map UHE01 showed a clear appreciation of the approach to constructing a

QR concept map, implementing a clear structural entity/quantity style to the model with no errors in

their entities and quantities. UHE01 also introduced more causal dependencies than any of the other

students and was the only one implement one correctly. This indicates that student UHSE01 had

perhaps the greatest understanding of all the students of how QR modelling should work.

UHE01 used the fixed reference model mode and received the third highest number of suggestions of

all the students. However, the student received the second highest proportion of incorrect/irrelevant

suggestions. Furthermore, the student only received the Difference suggestions and the majority of

these were incorrect. Consequently, the student did not make any changes to their model as a result

of the recommendations they received. Following the modelling activity the student showed a clear

increase in the number of Artemia system concepts in their written answer, indicating that the

modelling activity had some influence on either their focus on or understanding of the topic.

UHE02

Student UHE02 showed the highest initial focus on the Artemia system concepts in their concept map.

However, the style of their concept map, with most relationships missing labels, indicated that they

had little experience of using formal concept maps for learning. The concept map also lacked any

definitions or details of the concepts included. The model created by UHE02 also indicated that the

student hadn’t entirely understood the QR approach and whilst attempting to create qualitative

representations of the concepts did not have any form of structure to the entities used in the model.

Student UHE02 was also the only student to try and implement conditional statements in relation to

the relative values of concentrations and rates using (in)equality statements. This showed that the

whilst the student did not pick up on the QR approach in terms of model structure that they had

identified one aspect of the qualitative approach. Despite this the model this student produced gained

a very low score for model quality.

UHE02 used the fixed model reference mode and received the full set of suggestions generated for

them (including missing and extra items). Given that the terminology/difference category was generally

the category of with the highest occurrence of incorrect suggestions, the inclusion of the missing and

extra suggestions meant that UHE02 received the highest proportion of correct/relevant suggestions.

Despite this, the student only implemented two changes, both of which were from the terminology

category. The modelling activity had no influence on the student’s written answers; their pre- and post-

test scores were identical. However, both answers showed that the student had a clear focus on the

concepts related to the Artemia system.
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UHE03

Student UHE03 created a fairly small concept map that focussed on the definition of terms, with only a

small section focussing on the concepts related to the Artemia system. This student exhibited a lack of

experience of formal concept maps and did not label any of the relationships between nodes. In

contrast to the small concept map this student created a complex model with lots of ingredients.

However, the student appeared to try and build the model using the concept mapping approach from

the previous activity and focussed in using mostly entities and configurations to represent ideas. Due

to the use of the concept mapping style the student’s model contained a large number of

implementation errors and also included a large number of general concepts rather than focussing on

concepts relating to the Artemia system. Since the student included a large number of general

concepts and used a concept mapping approach they also had to create a large number of anchor

terms.

UHE03 used the automated reference model selection mode in the repository and due to the large

number of anchor terms they had to create, coupled with the general concept focus of the model; the

model was aligned with a reference model of relatively low relevance. Unfortunately this resulted in the

student receiving the highest proportion of incorrect suggestions. This was compounded by the

student only receiving the Difference category suggestions, all of which were incorrect or dubious.

Consequently, the student made no changes to their model in response to the suggestions they

received. Despite these problems the student showed a slight improvement in the written answers

between the pre- and post-tests due to the inclusion of more Artemia system concepts in their post-

test answer. This indicates that despite the student generally not understanding the conceptual

modelling approach and also receiving only incorrect suggestions that the modelling activity in itself

may have stimulated the student to focus more on, or gain a better understanding of, the system

concepts in relation to osmoregulation in Artemia.

UHE04

Student UHE04 produced a large concept map spread over two sheets of paper and included a large

number of concepts. However, the concept map did not include any of the Artemia system concepts.

This student also exhibited signs of being unfamiliar with formal concept mapping since the majority of

relationships were unlabeled. Despite the large and detailed concept map this student’s conceptual

model was very basic and showed a limited representation of concepts, which were generally only

implemented in a very basic manner. This indicated that the student was uncertain as to what to be

doing in a QR model.

UHE04 used the automated reference model selection mode in the repository and was aligned to a

highly relevant reference model, with four common groundings. Consequently the recommendations

generated for this student had the highest proportion of correct/relevant suggestions. Unfortunately

due to technical problems the student only received the Difference suggestions, half of which were

incorrect. This student did not make any changes to their model. Despite these problems the student

showed a considerable improvement in the written answers between the pre- and post-tests due to the

inclusion of more Artemia system concepts in their post test answer (the student did not include any

systems concepts in the pre-test). Additionally, the student had initially given two incorrect statements

in their initial model which they corrected in the post-test written answer. This indicates that despite the

student generally not understanding the conceptual modelling approach and also receiving only

incorrect suggestions that the modelling activity in itself may have stimulated the student to focus more

on, or gain a better understanding of, the system concepts in relation to osmoregulation in Artemia.

UHE06

Student UHE06 exhibited a better understanding of the classical concept mapping approach, labelling

the majority of the relationships between nodes and providing a clear hierarchical structure. Their
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concept map mostly focussed on the general concepts from the stimulus text rather than the specific

Artemia system concepts. Unfortunately the student didn’t grasp the qualitative conceptual modelling

approach and their causal model bore signs of having a concept mapping approach. The model was

complex and had a large number of general concepts included but the concept mapping approach

used in the causal model used meant that the student implemented a large number of entities with

errors. This approach also meant that the student had to create a large number of anchor terms,

although it appears that this student also created anchor terms for a number of items that should have

been in the DBpedia common vocabulary.

The high proportion of anchor terms and incorrect modelling approach used meant that this student

model was aligned with a reference model (only two common groundings) of limited relevance to the

topic in question by. Therefore, a high proportion of the suggestions generated for this student were

deemed to be incorrect / irrelevant. Furthermore, due to the technical issues with the semantic

technology the student only received the suggestions from the Difference category. As a result the

student did not receive any suitable suggestions and had to seek support from the class tutor. The

class tutor suggested the addition of an entity representing Artemia and thus enabling the model to be

aligned with a more suitable reference model. Student UHE06 showed no overall change in the score

for their written answers, although this student did include one extra Artemia system concept in their

post-test answer.

UHE07

Student UHE07 created a fairly simple concept map with a limited number of nodes although the

student did include a reasonable number of concepts including both general and Artemia system

concepts. This student exhibited evidence that they were not familiar with traditional concept maps

since most of the relationship arrows were not labelled. This student also created a very simple model

with very few ingredients, a low number of concepts (only one of the 7 key concepts was included in

anyway) and no causal relationships. This indicates that the student did not understand what they

were trying to do in the causal model or how to go about it.

Student UHE07 used the fixed reference model mode but despite this a high proportion of the

suggestions generated for this student were deemed to be incorrect/irrelevant from an expert

viewpoint. Furthermore, due to the technical issues in the software the student only received the

Difference category suggestions, none of which were correct. The student unfortunately didn’t identify

that the suggestions were incorrect and implemented one of the suggestions. Whilst this change had

no effect on the quality of the student model in terms of the score for the implementation of concepts it

did increase the number of modelling errors.

Student UHE07 was one of only two students to make errors in their written answers, and was the only

student to repeat an error in the pre and post test. Overall this student’s written test scores declined in

the post-test. However, this was due leaving out general concepts and the number of system concepts

mentioned in their answer did not change.

UHE08

Student UHE08 produced a large concept map spread over two sheets of paper and included a large

number of concepts, included most of the Artemia system concepts and also gave details for quite a

few of the concepts. The student exhibited signs that they were not familiar with traditional concept

maps since they did not provide labels for most of the relationship arrows. Despite creating a complex

and detailed concept map UHE08 created only a very basic causal model (2 entities and 4 quantities)

with no causal elements. This indicates that this student was unsure about what they should be doing

with a QR conceptual model. The model only included terminology relevant to 3 of the 7 key concepts

used to score the implementation of the model.
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UHE08 used the automated reference model selection technology and was aligned (2 common

groundings) to a reference model which was relevant to the topic but was focused on the general

concepts of regulatory feedback homeostasis rather than the Artemia system specifically. Despite the

relevance of the reference model the suggestions received by the student (this student received all

types of suggestions) were mostly incorrect. The student chose to implement two of the Difference

(Terminology) suggestions they received; unfortunately both of these suggestions were incorrect.

4.2. Models and Modelling

4.2.1. Concept maps and Models

The concept maps and causal models created by the students highlighted many of the challenges

faced by students naive to the approaches of concept mapping and qualitative reasoning conceptual

modelling. These challenges were generally the same as those highlighted in Noble (2010) and in

Mioduser et al. (2010), relating to the identification of the key concepts to include, the differentiation of

structural and process components of the systems, the differentiation and implementation of entities

and quantities and the meaning of the causal dependencies. In this study the concept maps generated

by the students indicate that most were unfamiliar with the traditional format of nodes and relationships

forming propositions around concepts. This highlights that conceptual modelling, even in its most basic

diagrammatic format, is an unfamiliar activity for students and therefore causal conceptual modelling

represents a large step for them. Given that mastering the modelling approach sufficiently to be a

competent modeller in an open-ended modelling activity has this large overhead it is probable that the

naivety of the students to the modelling approach influenced how well they were able to interact with

the grounding and recommendation process.

The unfamiliarity of the students with qualitative modelling resulted in students creating models that

were either correct in their approach but simplistic (covering only a couple of concepts initially) or

incorrect in their approach but complicated. The latter category of models tended to take the form of

concept maps where entities and configurations ended up being used as nodes and relationships to

represent concepts. This modelling approach resulted in students trying to ground models with many

complicated and integrated terms, often requiring the creation of anchor terms thus limiting the

potential success in identification of relevant reference models and suggestions during the

recommendations process.

4.2.2. Model building support – basic help

Generally the results indicated that the students made little use of the inbuilt “How to?” support

feature, with most students only recording a couple of interactions with the virtual characters and the

support materials. The feedback provided by the students indicated in general that they understood

the instructions given and that they were generally useful. However, the comments given did indicate

three things. Firstly, it was apparent that the students’ computer skills are generally limited and as

such a simple command such as “select the two entities between which the configuration will be

added” was not sufficient support to tell them how to select the two entities. At least three of the seven

students in the study requested this additional support from the tutor. Therefore, whilst the “shift-click”

selection of multiple items may be familiar to those more familiar with IT, this sort of basic support may

be needed for students, especially students at earlier stages of their education.

The fact that the students made only a limited number of calls on the support technology indicates that

the technical aspect of the model building process is fairly intuitive and that the contextual and step by

step help is easily understood. However, the general comments provided by the students indicated
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that the technical know-how was not sufficient to support them building models and that given their

lack of model building experience they needed much more support concerning what to do and how to

go about building models from a conceptual viewpoint (i.e. they are unlikely to ask how to do

something unless the know what they want to do or should be doing). As such naive modelling

students will need suggestions about what to do at an early stage of learning how to model. To

achieve this, students will need structured activities/scaffolding to learn about the concept and process

of modelling. Essentially this sort of support falls between the basic help of “How to?” (Technical help)

and “What is?” (Technical help only for novices exploring an existing model), and the advanced help of

“Why?” (Exploring behaviour in a complete model they have created or a pre-existing model) or

“Diagnosis” (comparing actual model behaviour with students expectations). This sort of

support/scaffolding requires both structured learning activities and targeted support from the software

during the process of model building.

4.3. Recommendation technology and impact

4.3.1. Grounding

Analysis of the students grounding activities identified two main issues that have a large influence over

the potential performance of the semantic technology for generating model-based recommendations.

Firstly, all of the students had to create at least one anchor term, four of the seven had to create three

or more and two of the students created anchor terms for the majority of their model ingredients.

Secondly, (and possibly as a result of the first) most student models had a very low overlap with the

reference model, with the closest overlaps being a maximum of four common groundings. The majority

of anchor terms created were for compound quantity terms (e.g. Salt excretion) of for terms that were

more descriptive in nature (e.g. steady-state system). By definition the creation of an anchor term by a

student will result in that term not being used for model alignment and the more anchor terms created

by a student the less likely that the repository will be able to find a suitable suite of reference models

(without full ontology matching). It should be noted that the two students who created the most anchor

terms were the two students whose models most closely resembled a concept mapping approach.

Therefore, it is most likely that naive modellers will introduce terms that are inappropriately formed or

don’t follow domain terminology or appropriate modelling practice. As such naive students will require

support from the grounding and recommendation process that scaffolds them in improving their

modelling approach and their terminology.

The process of naming and grounding model ingredients could potentially contribute to a number of

learning goals in terms of learning by modelling. Learning by naming can contribute to students

developing appropriate terminology for a domain and in the context of conceptual modelling could

contribute to improved modelling practice and differentiation of model ingredients such as entities and

quantities. For naive modellers it would perhaps be more appropriate for the grounding process to be

done as the student introduces each new ingredient, thus scaffolding the naming of entities/quantities

as they are created rather than once the student has a full model that they have invested time in

creating. Grounding a full model prior to requesting recommendations is most likely to result in

students creating anchor terms rather than renaming ingredients or re-structuring their model from the

grounding process alone.

It is not clear from this study whether the students understood the grounding interface and the

relevance of the information that is presented to them there. Certainly from the point of view of the

creation of anchor terms it is not clear whether the students created anchor terms because they could

not find a pre-existing definition, because they wanted an exact match for their term or because they

were unable to use the technology to find partial definitions to their terms. For example one student

created an anchor term for an ingredient “Salt excretion”; however this ingredient could potentially
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have been grounded to “Excretion”. This could possibly have been found by using the options in the

technology to search for alternative groundings. However, the grounding interface is quite “busy” with

lots of options and information and it may not be clear to naive modellers how to search for definitions.

The largest issue facing grounding of terms and the use of groundings to align models is the issue of

compound terms and the creation of anchor terms. In most cases these are quantities that have both a

quantity qualifier (amount, size, length, volume and rate) and a process or entity term with which it is

associated e.g. Amount of salt. In this context the most appropriate grounding, the one that would

create the greatest potential for suitable model alignments in the recommendation process, would be

to ground that term to the concept of “Salt”. However, for the sake of clarity the student is likely to

create a specific definition for the “Amount of salt” that includes definitions of both the quantity qualifier

and the concept of salt. Given that the semantic technology uses common groundings to align models

before any ontology matching is applied in the recommendation generation a model with an anchor

term for “Amount of salt” will not be aligned to models that contain terms grounded to “Salt”. This

problem (related to a certain extent to appropriate modelling practice) limits the potential for the model-

based recommendation process to handle inappropriate terminology introduced by students. Ontology

matching is only applied to the reference models selected through common groundings. If the student

has created an anchor term for some of the key terminology of the domain then this may be the

primary reason for the student not receiving suitable suggestions or being unable to expand their

model using information from expert models created on different scales. One potential solution for

compound term grounding would be to enable the isolation of the “quantity qualifier” term from the

entity/process term within a quantity name. This would enable modellers to work using appropriate

hierarchy of scales in their model and still be able to link models across scales. For example the

following entity/quantity configurations can be seen to be correct from good modelling practice

employing hierarchy theory:

Model (1) Entity [Forest] Quantity [Number of trees]

Model (2) Entity [Tree] Quantity [Number of leaves]

Model (3) Entity [Leaf] Quantity [Surface area]

In the current grounding approach if students were to create anchor terms for the quantities because

no exact match was available (rather than grounding Number of trees to the concept “Tree”) then there

would be no way for the semantic technology to align any of these models using groundings alone.

4.3.2. Model-based recommendation

Unfortunately during the evaluation activity the semantic technology did not function as intended and a

number of technical problems were encountered which limits the interpretation of the students

interactions with the recommendation process and the suggestions they received. Most of the students

did not receive all of the suggestions generated for them (only receiving terminology suggestions in

the Difference category), the majority of the suggestions they received (especially the Difference

suggestions) were deemed to be inappropriate or irrelevant and eventually the repository stopped

responding to requests for recommendations. This highlights that there is still work to be done to

improve the technical performance of the recommendation process, the relevance of the suggestions

generated and the stability and capacity of the repository.

Of these the most important from an education perspective is to improve the quality and relevance of

the results obtained for the students. The majority of the problems identified in the suggestions were

related to the terminology/difference category where students were directed to rename ingredients.

However, most cases there seemed little logic in relation to why a particular ingredient should be

renamed as a seemingly unrelated concept. In such a case, where the two concepts were so disparate
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the suggestions would seemingly be better as Missing and Extra items. Additionally, many

suggestions were related to terms that were already the subject to another recommendation to change

their name. As such some of the suggestions could only make sense if the other suggestions were

already implemented. Given that some of the students could potentially receive more than 30

suggestions per call for recommendations they will need some support in identifying the key

suggestions and the order in which to change them. Ideally for naive modellers the repository would

cross-reference suggestions and apply a hierarchy to them such that students would only receive a

few suggestions at a time and that they would receive the suggestions that they need to do first.

Given the problems with the suggestions that the students received, few if any made changes to their

models based on the recommendations and certainly none resulted in improvement of their model.

However, despite the problems with the suggestions and the low rate of acceptance by the students,

the students also indicated that they had problems knowing what or how to change something. Again

this highlights the need for the software to support naive modellers through improved filtering and

ordering of suggestions, support and meta-feedback on suggestions from the virtual characters and

the need for a greater range of structured model building activities/scaffolding. One option might be to

support a stepwise strategy with feedback after the addition of each ingredient where the student

could receive hints about what to do next.

4.4. Students Learning

There was little or no improvement in the students models following model-based recommendations.

However, this is perhaps not surprising given the limited modelling experience of the students, the

problems they encountered with the semantic technology and the quality of the suggestions they

received. Analysis of the instruments used gives a few indications for potential benefits of the learning

by modelling process. Although care must be taken due to the low sample size, significant correlations

were observed between the number of Artemia system concepts each student tried to include in their

causal model (judged by the terminology used) and the change in the scores for the inclusion of

Artemia system concepts between the pre- and post-test written assignment. This was independent of

the number of systems concepts the students’ included in their pre-test or their concept map. Whilst

this does not necessarily relate to learning or an improved understanding it does indicate that

irrespective of how well the student performed in the modelling activity (judged by the implementation

of key concepts in a causal fashion), the modelling activity certainly seemed to act to focus the

students on the systems concepts rather than general concepts or general definitions.
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5. Conclusion

5.1. Evaluation questions

Q1) Does “How to?” provide support that the students understand and enables them to

independently learn how to build models?

The students made little use of the inbuilt “How to?” support during their model building activities and

appeared to be more limited in their efforts by questions of “What should I be doing?” rather than “How

do I?” The feedback from those students who did make use of the “How to?” support indicated that in

general they understood the information presented to them and that it was useful. The main negative

feedback indicated that some of the feedback was not explained explicitly, mostly related to students

not knowing how to select multiple ingredients using the “shift-click” approach. This indicated that the

level of technical knowhow of the students needs to be greater consideration in the support.

Q2) To what extent does model grounding influence the semantic technology and

recommendations generated for the students?

Given the general problems with the performance of the semantic technology and the

recommendations it was difficult to assess how much influence the grounding process had over the

relevance of the suggestions generated. However, analysis of the reference models selected and the

low number of common groundings between the student models and the reference models in both the

fixed reference model mode and the automatic selection mode indicate that grounding is probably the

most important step in generating relevant and understandable suggestions. Certainly, for the naive

modellers here the quality of their models and the terminology they used for their ingredients related

closely to the number of anchor terms they had to create (which by definition would represent names

and concepts not covered explicitly by a model in the repository) and to the quality of the reference

model to which their model was aligned. As such naming of terms and grounding terms becomes a

key step in any activity that utilises the semantic technology model-based recommendation. Given this

importance it may be useful for naive modellers to explore integrating the grounding process with the

initial step of creating an naming each term such that the nomenclature of each term, and its suitability

as entity, quantity or configuration is assessed as it is introduced into a model rather than once a

student has already built a complicated model with numerous nomenclature errors.

Q3) Does the semantic technology provide students suitable recommendations for model

improvement?

The expert analysis of the recommendations generated for each of the students identified that there

were numerous errors in the suggestions given and that a high proportion of them were irrelevant for

the student. In particular technical problems in the software meant that most of the students only

received suggestions concerning “Differences” between their model and the reference model. A high

proportion of these recommendations were spurious either through suggesting changing the name of

an ingredient to something that was not relevant to the model or suggesting changing the name of one

ingredient to something relevant to the model but seemingly completely unrelated to the item to be

changed. In the later case these suggestions were deemed inappropriate because the suggestion

appeared to have no logical foundation (and would probably be better handled by missing or extra

suggestions). Furthermore, many of the suggestions were deemed irrelevant as they were related to

ingredients that were already the subject of a suggestion (for example adding a quantity to an entity

that has a suggestion applying to it for changing its name). This in itself is not a problem, unless the

students fail to collate the multiple suggestions provided to them properly and cannot identify which

order to make the changes. If this is an issue then perhaps the model-based recommendation
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approach needs to have some form of automated analysis and filtering of the suggestions to only

present the first step to students or to help the students decide which suggestions to implement first.

Q4) Do the automatic algorithms for reference-model selection provide suitable

recommendations in comparison to manually selected reference models?

There was no observable difference in the quality of the suggestions generated for the students

between those working with the fixed reference model (in a “course” on the repository) or having the

semantic technology automatically determine the most relevant reference model. However, it is difficult

to determine whether this was due to the technical problems encountered or the fact that the student

models had limited overlap with either set of reference models. Evidence from the reference models

selected suggest that the automated procedure for reference model selection did align the student

model to reference models that were relevant although the lower the number of common groundings

the less relevant the reference model selected. However, the results here may be limited by the

current number of models in the repository and results may be different when the repository contains

more reference models.

Q5) Do the students understand the recommendations they receive from the semantic

technology?

Despite the problems associated with the model-based recommendation technology and the errors in

the suggestions given the evidence suggests that the students on the most part understood the

suggestions presented to them and could recognise in most cases whether the suggestions were

relevant. Unfortunately due to the nature of the suggestions, in most cases this was the recognition

that the suggestion was not really valid or relevant. There was generally a good agreement between

the student and expert assessment of the relevance of the suggestions although a couple of the

students did implement changes that were based on irrelevant or invalid suggestions. This could

potentially lead students into modelling with incorrect information.

Q6) How does the model building activity contribute to learning?

Given the scale of this study and the technical problems encountered with the semantic technology

there is no clear evidence of the contribution of the modelling activity to the students learning and

understanding of the topic. However, meta-analysis of the students’ written answers and their

performance in the modelling tasks indicates that, independently of the students’ ability to model or the

success of their model, the activity may have made a contribution to the students’ focus of the topic.

There was some suggestion that those students who tried to include more systems concepts in their

model had a greater improvement in the inclusion of systems concepts in the post-test, independently

of how many systems concepts they originally included in their concept map or pre-test written

answer. This suggests that the modelling activity itself may have shifted the students focus from the

general concepts of regulatory feedback homeostasis to the specific systems aspects related to the

Artemia model system.

5.2. Future approaches

The major issues highlighted by this evaluation study relate to the technical performance of the

semantic technology and the validity of the suggestions generated. Given these problems further work

needs to be done to improve the technology and also to further improve the suggestions generated

and how they are presented to students. The results indicate that most attention needs to be paid to

three aspects:

 The “Difference” suggestions
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 Cross-referencing of suggestions to remove any conflicts or inconsistency

 Sorting and ranking of suggestions to provide support to naive modellers to help them

determine which changes need to be made first.

This work should be done in conjunction with the development of the strategies for the virtual

characters and their interaction with the students during the recommendation process.

Furthermore, the problems identified in modelling here and in previous evaluation work (Noble 2010)

highlight that naive students need support in the early stages of model building that, as yet, are not

supported by the automated help or the model-based recommendations. Fundamentally, the students

need support and scaffolding through the whole model building process. This requires that modelling

activities are developed that integrate learning goals, structured activities and automated support.

Currently the software supports three modes of modelling: Model assembly (construction of an existing

model in the Teachable Agent [TA] mode); model exploration (Quiz mode) and “free” modelling. The

free modelling process can be seen as following the model building framework proposed by Bredeweg

et al. (2008b) (Figure 4.1) in that the student must undertake all the steps described there to move

from a stimulus question/domain problem to a complete conceptual model. The majority of the steps in

this framework are planning steps prior to the implementation of the model, moving from the initial

specification of the system using a concept map to defining the system in terms of structure and

processes and implementation within the software.

Figure 4.1 Qualitative model building framework as proposed by Bredeweg et al. (2008b).

DynaLearn supports the creation of concept maps within the software but does not provide specific

support to move from the concept map to the implementation. In fact the inbuilt help and the semantic

technology focus on the implementation of the model and the evaluation of the model post

implementation, rather than in specifically supporting learning about the modelling approach or the

process of formalising domain knowledge into the conceptual modelling framework. Such support and

scaffolding would need to be formalised through dedicated use cases and structured learning plans

supported by features in the software.
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Appendix A Session 1 Assignment Instructions to Students

General instructions:

1. You will be assigned a code to anonymously label your work, please use this code to mark

all the materials you use/submit during this session.

2. The session will comprise 3 components:

a. Individual reading & Paper-based concept mapping activity

b. Group seminar

c. Short-answer assignment on activity (a).

3. Please ensure to submit your text, concept map and short answer assignment at the end

of the session

Activity (a)

1. Read the extracts of the textbook provided to you and, making any notes you wish on

them, create a concept map that represents the concept of regulatory feedback

homeostasis and its role in osmoregulation in Artemia brine shrimp.

2. Create your final version of the concept map on a sheet of A4 labelled with your unique

participation code.

3. You will be given 60 minutes for this task before being asked to submit your final concept

map.

Activity (b)

This will be an interactive group seminar to introduce conceptual modelling and the

DynaLearn software and to prepare you for the modelling activity you will undertake in

session 2.

Activity (c)

You will be given a short-answer written assignment that is based on the topic covered in

activity (a). This should take no more than 20 minutes.

Please remember to submit your work, labelled with your participation code before leaving.
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Appendix B Session 2 assignment

Model building

1) Plug in your headphones so you can listen to the virtual character if you wish.

2) Open the Start menus and find the DynaLearn programme links.

3) From the “Start” and “Programs” menus find the “DynaLearn” program group and start

the “Start MARY Server” program. Before you continue, wait until the server has started.

There will be a notification in the Mary server window, ‘started in XX.XX s’. Leave this

program running in the background.

4) Open the DynaLearn programme from the same location in the Start menu. If at any point

you are asked to allow a program to run (e.g. Adobe Air, click yes/ok/allow).

5) Start a new model file using either the “Create new model” icon or from the “File” menu

selecting “Start new model”.

6) Give the model a name (This should be your unique ID Code e.g. UHE01 followed by the

letter A e.g. UHE01A) and select the “Causal Differentiation Model” option from the

Create new model

Confirm changes Choose model type –
Causal differentiation model

Save model to file
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drop down menu for “Learning space”. Click on the confirm changes icon in the bottom

left-hand corner of the dialog box.

7) Using the model building options found in the software build your model to represent

osmoregulation and feedback homeostasis in Artemia. Do this by adding new entities,

quantities, configurations and causal relationships (Positive/Negative Influences or

Proportionalities).

8) Use the “How to?” Option from the “Support” menu to help you learn how to

add/edit/delete model ingredient. Each time you use one of the “How to” features please

record this in the “How to” report sheet that you are given. For each occasion you will be

asked to rate how you understood the instructions and how useful they were.

9) Regularly save your model to file using the file saving options to avoid losing any changes

should you encounter a problem with the software.

10) If you encounter any problems or you cannot find out how to do something via the

“How to” menu please contact the class instructor for support.

11) Save your model.

Grounding

1) Save your model as a new version using the unique ID code plus the letter B e.g.

UHE01B.

2) Log into the DynaLearn repository using the user name (your university email address)

and password (emailed to you) – access the log in via the “Support” menu and the “Log in

to repository” option.

3) From the “Support” menu select “Ground model” – this will open a dialog box connecting

you with the online repository and resource base.
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4) For each item in your model (Entity, Configuration and Quantity) consider the possible

matches given to you and if you find a definition that is correct, select it and apply the

grounding the term in your model.

5) If you DO NOT find an acceptable pre-existing definition you will need to create your own

Anchor term definition using the options in the dialog window.

6) For each item save the definition using the “apply changes” button in the bottom left-

hand corner of the dialog box.

7) If at any point in this process you see a term in the suggestions that is more appropriate

than the name that you have currently used you can change the name of that ingredient

in your model and ground it to the more appropriate definition.

8) Repeat for all the terms in your model.

9) Once you have grounded every entity, configuration and quantity in your model save

your model (using the format of your unique ID code and the letter B e.g. UHE01B).

Different model ingredients
(Entities, quantities & Configurations)

Apply grounding

Possible groundings –
Selected one is highlighted

Definition

Create Anchor term & definitionRemove grounding
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Recommendations & Model Changes

1) Save your model as a new version using the unique ID code plus the letter C e.g.

UHE01C.

2) From the support menu choose “Get recommendations on current model”. This will open

up the recommendation window.

3) Click on the “Request recommendations” button at the bottom left hand corner of the

window.

4) You will be prompted to select a course from which you will be given feedback – choose

“UH Course 2011” (or “None” for the alternative treatment utilising the whole repository).

5) Wait for your recommendations to load.

6) Look through and evaluate the different suggestions you are given for any “Missing”,

“Extra” or “Different” items in your model (you may not get a recommendation for all of

the types).

7) On the Recommendation report form note down all the recommendations you are given

(including the suggestion #) and for each, score whether you understand what it says and

how relevant you think it is for your model.

Request recommendations

Details

Suggestion #Labels

Types of feedback – Missing, Extra or Different
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8) For each suggestion that you think is relevant, make the suggested change to your model

diagram. Save the model after each change you make.

9) Once you have made all the changes you feel to be relevant, close the recommendation

window and save the model.

10) Repeat steps 2 to 9 to get more recommendations on the new version of your model

and make any new changes you feel are relevant.

11) If you get no recommendations ask the instructor for help.

Submitting your work

At the end of the session please make sure to submit the three versions of your model A, B

and C appropriately named e.g. UHE01A, UHE01B and UHE01C. The file extension for the

model files is .hgp if you need to locate them when you have saved them.
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Appendix C Stimulus materials

The students were given extracts from Withers (1992) which contained the following 3 diagrams

Material Comment

This is the general conceptual diagram used by

Withers (1992) to represent the closed feedback

system of regulatory feedback homeostasis. It

was one of three contrasting diagrams

representing open, closed and equilibrium

systems.

This diagram was used by Withers (1992) to

explain the general components of a regulatory

closed feedback system. The example details

the concepts of the setpoint, the sensor, the

disturbance and the effector components of the

system – this highlights the proportional control

of the system.

This diagram was used by Withers (1992) to

represent the osmoregulatory system in adult

Artemia. It highlights the key concepts of drinking

and water and ion exchange in the gut, osmotic

loss of water across the cuticle and the pumping

of salt our from the salt glands.
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Appendix D Student log templates

How To? ID

Function
(Add, Edit, Remove....)

Ingredient
(Entity, Quantity, Configuration...) U

n
d

e
rs

ta
n

d
in

g

(1
-5

)

U
se

fu
ln

e
ss

(1
-5

) Comment

1 = Didn’t Understand/Not Helpful; 2 = slightly understood/slightly helpful; 3 = partly understood/generally helpful; 4 = Mostly understood, mostly helpful; 5 = completely

understood/Very helpful

Recommendations ID

Type
(Missing,

Extra,

Different)

Label

#
N

u
m

b
e

r

U
n

d
e

rs
ta

n
d

in
g

(1
-5

)

R
e

le
va

n
ce

(1
-5

)

U
se Comment

1 = Didn’t Understand/Not Relevant; 2 = slightly understood/loosely relevant; 3 = partly understood/partly relevant; 4 = Mostly understood, mostly relevant; 5 = completely

understood/Very relevant
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Appendix E Models available for recommendations in the repository

Models

Artemia LS4

Brine shrimp LS4

DiffusionLS2

Homeostasis_LS4

Homeostasis_Regulatoryfeedback_LS6

Homeostasis_opensystem_LS6

CellularOsmosisDiffusion_LS6

OsmosisLS2

CellularOsmosisDiffusion_LS4
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Appendix F Norm model used for recommendation

The model Artemia LS4 built specifically to act as a reference model for the fixed reference setting.

The model captures the key components of the system in terms of entity and quantity structure and

the main causal relations.
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Appendix G Marking schemes used for model instruments

List of key concepts

General concepts Scoring

Ionoconform
Ionoregulate
Osmoconform
Osmoregulate
Pattern - Same osmotic and similar ionic concentration with media
Pattern - Same osmotic but lower ionic concentration as media
Pattern - Osomoregulate and Ionoregulate (Freshwater & Terrestrial)
Internal environment different from external despite equal osmotic conc.
Typical ionic and pH pattern across many animals
Homeostasis
Homeostasis should not be confused with regulation
Few regulatory systems are perfect
Conformation
Regulation
Eury vs Steno tolerances
Equilibrium Homeostasis
Steady-state (open system) homeostasis
Closed Feedback Homeostasis
Feedback loop - sensor/effector/setpoint mechanisms
Proportional control – proportional response to disturbance magnitude

Concept maps

0 - Missing/incorrect

1 - Included

2 - Included as focus

Causal models (Model A)

0 - Missing/incorrect

1 - Included

Artemia specific concepts

Artemia survive in hypersaline media
Water lost by diffusion across the cuticle (osmosis)
Water intake by drinking
Ion load gained by drinking
Water absorbed passively in the gut
Active salt intake in the gut to facilitate passive water intake
Active salt excretion across branchial salt pumps
Hyporegulate body fluids at 3% NaCl in sea water

Concept maps

Component Variables

Layout Web
Hierarchy

Concepts n Total
n Structural
n Process
n Change
n Integrated

Relationships n Total
n Structural
n Process
n Change
n Condition/causal/qualitative
n blank

Completeness See list of key concepts
(checking for evidence of implementation
mistakes)
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Causal Models (Model A)

Ingredient Variables

Entities n Correct
n Incorrect – Quantity
n Incorrect – Conceptual/process
n No assigned quantity
n No configuration
n Total

Quantities n Correct
n Correct – State variable
n Correct – Process variable
n Incorrect – entity
n Incorrect – conceptual terminology
n Incorrect – assignment
n Total

Configurations n Correct
n Incorrect – concept/non-structural
n Incorrect - implementation
n Total

Causal dependencies n Correct
n Incorrect - concept
n Incorrect - implementation
n Total

(In)Equalities n Total
n Incorrect

Written texts

Category Concept

Definitions Homeostasis

Osmo/Ionoregulation

Regulatory Feedback Homeostasis

General concepts Sensor

Setpoint

Effector

Disturbance/external factor

Proportional control/response

System general Survival in hypersaline media

Concentration gradient between animal and environment

Water lost by diffusion across the cuticle

Water intake by drinking

Ion load gained by drinking

System specific Passive water intake by gut

Active salt intake by the gut

Active salt excretion by branchial salt pumps

Hyporegulation at 3% NaCl
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Appendix H Marking schemes used for Models B and C

Key concepts and scoring:

A) The brine shrimp Artemia lives in a hypersaline environment.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. brine shrimp, Artemia,

sea water, saline/hyper saline).

2. The student specifically represents Artemia and the external environment (sea water) as

entities.

3. The student has the entities appropriately related by a configuration denoting a spatial

relationship related to occupation/living in.

B) The internal (hemolymph) concentration of Artemia is different to that of the external environment.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. salinity, hemolymph,

concentration, concentration gradient).

2. The student specifically represents concepts of salinity (concentration) of the environment and

hemolymph as quantities related to the appropriate entities and includes the notion of a

concentration gradient.

3. The student explicitly represents concentration gradient as a calculus between the

concentrations of the environment and the hemolymph, with the appropriate proportionalities.

C) Artemia has an internal optimum concentration that is maintained lower than that of the

environment.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. optimum,

osmoregulation, homeostasis).

2. The student specifically represents concepts of an optimal internal concentration either as a

QS or a point in the QS of internal concentration.

3. The student relates the optimal value to the homeostatic response e.g. uses a calculus to

determine the activity of the branchial salt pumps.

D) As there is a concentration gradient between the hemolymph and the environment there is a

tendency to lose water across the cuticle due to osmosis.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. cuticle, osmosis, water

loss).

2. The student specifically represents concepts of osmosis as a quantity belonging to the cuticle.

3. The student relates osmosis to the concentration gradient and has a causal relation acting on

the amount of water in the hemolymph (I-) (or I+ on concentration).

E) Artemia replaces the water lost through osmosis by drinking sea water through the gut.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. gut, drinking, drinking

rate).
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2. The student specifically represents concepts of gut as an entity and drinking (or drinking rate)

as a quantity.

3. The student represents a causal relation acting on the amount of water in the hemolymph (I+)

(or I- on concentration).

F) Replacement of the water lost through osmosis by drinking sea water through the gut also means

that more salt is added to the hemolymph.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. gut, drinking, drinking

rate, amount of salt, hemolymph concentration).

2. The student specifically represents concepts of gut as an entity and drinking (or drinking rate)

as a quantity.

3. The student represents a causal relation acting on the amount of salt in the hemolymph (I+)

(or I+ on concentration).

G) Artemia regulates its internal salt concentration at an optimum value by actively pumping excess

salt out of the hemolymph using branchial salt pumps.

1. The student uses terminology that is appropriate for this concept (e.g. branchial salt pumps,

homeostasis, osmoregulation, pumping rate).

2. The student specifically represents concepts of branchail salt pumps as an entity and pumping

(or pumping rate) as a quantity.

3. The student represents a causal relation from pumping rate acting on the amount of salt in the

hemolymph (I-) (or I- on concentration).

Score range 0 - 21
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Appendix I Student-created anchor terms

Student Anchor term

UHE01 Body fluid
Rate of loss of water by diffusion
Rate of uptake of ions
Rate of uptake of water by osmosis
Media

UHE02 Salt excretion
Water excretion
Drinking

UHE03 Artemia (Brine Shrimp)
Aurelia
Ionoconforming
Ionoregulation
Osmoconforming
Osmoregulation
Upogebia
Rate of diffusion
Rate of drinking
Rate of salt excretion
Salt concentration

UHE04 Has a

UHE06 Effector
Extracellular fluid
Feedback
Homeostasis
Intracellular fluid
Natural environment
Closed system
Open system
Pattern of ionic and osmotic regulation or conformation
Regulatory feedback homeostasis
Regulatory system
Sensor
Setpoint
Steady-state system
Taxonomic position
Ph
Ion uptake
Active excretion
Done by
Element
Type

UHE07 Salt ion excretion
Influences

UHE08 Ion concentration
Water concentration




